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                   THE SENT “ONES”                             
IN THE QURAN TESTAMENT 

Here, we shall together witness all those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in this most special 
Chapter “26” in the Quran Testament, as they are thus specifically mentioned in succession                  
by our supreme Lord herein now, in the first place (=26/1-227), and then throughout                  
the Quran Testament each of them are thus mentioned in a Most Wise and precise manner                  
by Him again, thus also eventually to perfectly give us this “19” coded, most magnificent 
“Symmetrical Planning” herein, in this respect now (=74/26-31)!    

So let us clearly see and witness here, first of all, each of these “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord 
within this most special Chapter “26” here in/of the Quran Testament (=26/1-227), as they are   
thus most Wisely and precisely mentioned again also throughout the Quran Testament thereafter 
by our supreme Lord --within each of these “Chapter/Verse” no’s-- here thus: 

Abraham (=Ibraheem)                              

mentioned 69 times in total 

2/124   2/258  4/125  11/76  21/62  38/45    

2/125   2/258  4/163  12/6  21/69  42/13    

2/125   2/260  6/74  12/38  22/26  43/26    

2/126    3/33  6/75  14/35  22/43  51/24    

2/127   3/65  6/83  15/51  22/78  53/37    

2/130   3/67  6/161  16/120 26/69  57/26    

2/132    3/68  9/70  16/123 29/16  60/4    

2/133   3/84  9/114  19/41  29/31  60/4    

2/135    3/95  9/114  19/46  33/7  87/19    

2/136    3/97  11/69  19/58  37/83      

2/140    4/54  11/74  21/51  37/104     

2/258  4/125  11/75  21/60  37/109  

Shoaib (=Shuayb/Shuayban)                              

mentioned 11 times in total 

7/85  7/90  7/92  11/87  11/94  29/36    

7/88   7/92  11/84  11/91  26/177 
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Hod (=Huud/Huudan)           

mentioned 7 times in total   

7/65  11/50  11/53  11/58  11/60  11/89             26/124 

Lot (=Luut/Luutan)                               

mentioned 27 times in total 

6/86    11/77  15/61  26/160 27/56  29/33  54/33  

7/80    11/81  21/71  26/161 29/26  37/133 54/34  

11/70   11/89  21/74  26/167 29/28  38/13  66/10  

11/74  15/59  22/43  27/54  29/32  50/13  

 

the Spirit (=al-Rooh)                               

mentioned 8 times in total 

16/2  17/85  40/15   78/38         

17/85  26/193 70/4  97/4 

Spirit (=Rooh/Roohan)                               

mentioned 7 times in total 

2/87    4/171  16/102 58/22        

2/253  5/110  42/52 

Righteous (=Saaleh/Saalehan)          

mentioned 9 times in total  

7/72    11/62  27/45          

7/75    11/66            

7/77    11/89            

11/61  26/142 
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Moses (=Musaa)            

mentioned 136 times in total 

2/51   6/84  7/154  17/101 20/91  28/15             37/120  

2/53    6/91  7/155  18/60  21/48  28/18             40/23  

2/54    6/154  7/159  18/66  22/44  28/19             40/26  

2/55    7/103  7/160  19/51  23/45  28/20             40/27  

2/60    7/104  10/75  20/9  23/49  28/29             40/37  

2/61    7/115  10/77  20/11  25/35  28/30             40/53  

2/67    7/117  10/80  20/17  26/10  28/31             41/45  

2/87    7/122  10/81  20/19  26/43  28/36             42/13  

2/92    7/127  10/83  20/36  26/45  28/37             43/46  

2/108   7/128  10/84  20/40  26/48  28/38             46/12  

2/136   7/131  10/87  20/49  26/52  28/43             46/30  

2/246   7/134  10/88  20/57  26/61  28/44             51/38  

2/248   7/138  11/17  20/61  26/63  28/48             53/36  

3/84  7/142  11/96  20/65  26/65  28/48             61/5  

4/153   7/142  11/110 20/67  27/7  28/76             79/15  

4/153   7/143  14/5  20/70  27/9  29/39             87/19  

4/164   7/143  14/6  20/77  27/10  32/23    

5/20    7/144  14/8  20/83  28/3  33/7     

5/22    7/148  17/2  20/86  28/7  33/69    

5/24    7/150  17/101 20/88  28/10  37/114 

Noah (=Nuuh/Nuuhan)             

mentioned 43 times in total   

3/33    10/71  11/46  19/58  26/106 38/12  53/52  

4/163   11/25  11/48  21/76  26/116 40/5  54/9  

6/84    11/32  11/89  22/42  29/14  40/31  57/26  

7/59    11/36  14/9  23/23  33/7  42/13  66/10  

7/69    11/42  17/3  25/37  37/75  50/12  71/1  

9/70  11/45  17/17  26/105 37/79  51/46  71/21    

            76/26 
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Aaron (=Haroon)             

mentioned 20 times in total 

2/248   7/122  19/28  20/70  21/48  26/13             37/114  

4/163   7/142  19/53  20/90  23/45  26/48             37/120  

6/84  10/75  20/30  20/92  25/35  28/34 

Israel (=Israeel)            

mentioned 43 times in total 

2/40     3/93  5/110  10/93  20/80  32/23  61/14  

2/47     3/93  7/105  17/2  20/94  40/53    

2/83    5/12  7/134  17/4  26/17  43/59    

2/122   5/32  7/137  17/101 26/22  44/30    

2/211    5/70  7/138  17/104 26/59  45/16    

2/246   5/72  10/90  19/58  26/197 46/10    

3/49  5/78  10/90  20/47  27/76  61/6  

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

Pharaoh (=Phirovn)             

mentioned 74 times in total 

2/49     7/141  11/97  26/11  28/8  40/37  66/11  

2/50    8/52  11/97  26/16  28/9  40/37  66/11  

3/11    8/54  14/6  26/23  28/32  40/45  69/9  

7/103   8/54  17/101 26/41  28/38  40/46  73/15  

7/104    10/75  17/102 26/44  29/39  43/46  73/16  

7/109    10/79  20/24  26/53  38/12  43/51  79/17  

7/113     10/83  20/43  27/12  40/24  44/17  85/18  

7/123    10/83  20/60  28/3  40/26  44/31  89/10  

7/127    10/88  20/78  28/4  40/28  50/13    

7/130    10/90  20/79  28/6  40/29  51/38    

7/137  11/97  23/46  28/8  40/36  54/41    
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Lucifer (=Iblees)            

mentioned 11 times in total 

2/34    15/31  17/61  20/116 34/20  38/75    

7/11  15/32  18/50  26/95  38/74 
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Then let us see now all of those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord within this most special 
Chapter “26” here, as each of them are, first of all, thus specifically mentioned by our               
supreme Lord therein (=26/1-227), here thus:  

=======             
69- And recite to them the news of “Abraham.” (26/69)  

*** 

177- When “Shoaib” said to them: Will you still not be pious? (26/177)     
=======        

So for/in the first section of our Table here, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our 
supreme Lord in the above Verses, here, first of all, thus: 

Abraham (1)     Shoaib (1)    
 (=Ibraheem)      (=Shuayb/Shuayban) 

*Please, note that because that “Abraham” is thus mentioned one time within this most special Chapter 26  

by our supreme Lord above, we have thus also placed (1) with his name, and then thus (1) again with the 

name of “Shoaib” above.  

=======             
124- When their brother “Hod” said to them: Will you still not be pious? (26/124)  

***         

160- The people of “Lot ” rejected the sent ones. (26/160)       
161- When their brother “Lot ” said to them: Will you still not be pious? (26/161)     
167- They said: If you do not refrain, O “Lot ,” you will be among those driven out! (26/167)   
======= 

So now, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses, 
here, secondly, thus: 

Hod (1)            Lot (3)       

(=Huud/Huudan)     (=Luut/Luutan) 
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=======             
142- When their brother “Righteous” said to them: Will you still not be pious? (26/142)   

***     

193- The “Spirit ” (=i.e. Gabriel; 2/97) who is trustworthy has brought it down! (26/193) 
======= 

So for/in the second section of our Table here, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our 
supreme Lord in the above Verses, here again, first of all, thus: 

the Spirit (1)     the Righteous (-)    
(=al-Rooh)      (=al-Saaleh)         
Spirit (-)     Righteous (1)    
(=Rooh/Roohan)     (=Saaleh/Saalehan) 

*Please, note that because that this is an exclusive pair above (=i.e. an Angel “sent one” (=Gabriel) on the 
left side, and a Human “sent one” (=Saaleh) on the right side), that thus specifically comes with and 
without a “definite article,” we have thus exclusively placed it in reverse order (i.e. Gabriel first, and 
Saaleh thereafter =22/75) above, based on these most critical and basic Verses (=16/101-102)                 
in this regard here again, in the first place. (So please, also certainly see now “A Magnificent Miracle 1” 
document, p. 12, thus to witness these most critical and basic Verses clearly and openly therein.)  

=======             
10- And when your Lord called “Moses:” Go to the people who are wicked! (26/10)     
43- “Moses” said to them: Throw what you are going to throw! (26/43)       
45- And “Moses” threw his staff, … (26/45)          
48- The Lord of “Moses” and Aaron! (26/48)          
52- And We inspired “Moses:” Travel with My servants, … (26/52)      
61- … (therein) the companions of “Moses” said: We are caught! (26/61)       
63- And We inspired to “Moses:” Strike the sea with your staff! … (26/63)    
65- And We saved “Moses” and all those with him. (26/65)   

***    

105- The people of “Noah” rejected the sent ones. (26/105)        
106- When their brother “Noah” said to them: Will you still not be pious? (26/106)     
116- They said: If you do not refrain, O “Noah,” you will be among those kicked out! (26/116)  
=======   
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So now, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses,  
here, secondly, thus: 

Moses (8)     Noah (3)    
 (=Musaa)      (=Nuuh/Nuuhan) 

=======               
13- … so (please), send for “Aaron.” (26/13)          
48- The Lord of Moses and “Aaron!” (26/48)   

***    

17- So send with us the children of “Israel!” (26/17)       
22- … but it was so, since you enslaved the children of “Israel!” (26/22)     
59- Thus, We made it an inheritance for the children of “Israel!” (26/59)     
197- Is it not a sign for them that the scholars of the children of “Israel” shall know it? (26/197)  
======= 

So now, we will thus place these two “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses, 
here, lastly, thus: 

Aaron (2)     Israel (4)     
(=Haroon)      (=Israeel) 

 

=======             
11- To the people of “Pharaoh;” will they still not be pious? (26/11)     
16- So both of you go to “Pharaoh,” and say: … (26/16)       
23- “Pharaoh” said: … (26/23)          
41- … they said to “Pharaoh:” … (26/41)         
44- … And they said: By Pharaoh’s majesty, we will be the winners! (26/44)    
53- And “Pharaoh” sent gatherers to the cities. (26/53)   

*** 

95- And the soldiers of “Lucifer ,” all together. (26/95)        
=======     
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So now, we will thus place these two “ousted Ones” by our supreme Lord in the above Verses, 
based on these most fundamental and basic Verses (=74/28-30) in this regard here again,                            
--on the left side & on the right side-- under our Table, here thus: 

-----------------------------       ------------------------------ 

Pharaoh (6)         Lucifer (1)         
(=Phirovn)                     (=Iblees) 
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So now, let us remember here those most critical and basic Verses in the Quran Testament, 
wherein our supreme Lord profoundly describes and thus unmistakably informs us about this                        
most wonderful “19” coded, “Symmetrical Planning,” now also in this regard, thus: 

====================                                                                                                                                                             
23- Al-lah has sent down the nicest Utterance as a Written Document, consisting of similar                                   
--all of those “sent Ones” herein now-- in pairs/twoers (=mutashaabehan mathaanea)! 

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard all of those “sent Ones” by our supreme Lord, within this               
most special Chapter “26,” as each of them are thus most Wisely and precisely mentioned again by Almighty                     
an exact number of times in the whole Quran Testament, whereby He shall eventually thus grant us these                    
similar  (=mutashaabehan) perfect “2 and 3” pairs/twoers (=mathaanea) therein, again thus:       

Abraham (1)      &  Shoaib (1)                               
(=Ibraheem)     (=Shuayb/Shuayban) 

.........      &  .........         

 

the Spirit (1)      &  the Righteous (-)          
(=al-Rooh)     (=al-Saaleh)         
Spirit (-)        Righteous (1)          
(=Rooh/Roohan)    (=Saaleh/Saalehan)        

.........        &  .........             

.........        &  .........     

 

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their hearts do 
soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of Al-lah!                                                                                      
This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of Al-lah, He guides with it whomever He wants;                     
but whomever Al-lah makes stray (because of their own betrayal here; 2/26-27), there will be  
no Guide for them -thereafter!  

(Quran Testament 39/23)                                                                                                      
==================== 
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====================                                                                                                                                          
26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!                                          
27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!                                                                                               

       ------------------------------------             ---------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                                
It does not let-last,        and It does not let-stay, 

            (thereafter, it presents)                                                                                                              
-------------------------------                                                                                    
              Tables                                                                                                                                
-------------------------------                                                                                             

                             for the humanity.                                                                                                                            

30-                    Upon it (there shall be) “19!”  

 

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those “defective” (because they belong to an evil tyrant, and                   
the satan  therein) these two “ousted Ones” therein:                                                                                                                                                                                   

    -------------------------------------------           &              ---------------------------------------------                                                                     

  Pharaoh (6)         Lucifer (1)           
(=Phirovn)                        (=Iblees) 

which will therefore thus together absolutely be excluded & eliminated therein, on both sides, by this heavenly 
Uprooter (=Saqara) system; and then it shall thus definitely present to us all of those “2 & 3” pairs of rightfully    
“sent Ones” by our supreme Lord, within this most special Chapter “26” of the Quran Testament, as we have seen 
previously, within perfect Tables (=Levvaahatun), as all of them are precisely coded by number “19” therein,                
on both sides again, just as it has thus most Wisely been pointed out by our supreme Lord in the above Verses, 
thereafter!  

31- And We did not make the guardians of the Fire except Angels; and We did not make their 
number (=19) except as a Test for the disbelievers; thus 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs) herein may attain certainty,            
and the Believers may augment belief, 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs), and (all) the Believers             
hereby shall not doubt, 
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= but those in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:                        
What is it that Al-lah -really- intended by this allegory (=the allegory that has thus already                  
been cited in the above 26-30th Verses)? Al-lah thus makes stray (=yudellu) with it whomever 
He wills (because of their own betrayal again; 2/26), and guides (=yahdee) with it whomever              
He wills (because of their own loyalty and sincerity; 13/27).                                                                 
And none knows the armies of your Lord except He; and “It” (=that “Uprooter” thus cited in the 
above 26-30th Verses again) is but a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) for the humanity!                    
(Quran Testament 74/26-31) 

** We must have thus already clearly perceived the very close relation between these Verses (74/26-31)                    
and this Verse (39/23) we have previously seen, through the very critical keywords herein such as Commemorative 
(=Dhekraa), Commemoration (=Dhekr), and then guides (=yahdee), and makes stray (=yudellu) thus used and 
emphasized in both of these specific Verses, whereby Almighty thus basically and exactly signals to us herein                 
this same most miraculous “19” coded, “Symmetrical Planning” again, in the Quran Testament! (so please, 
certainly also see again here Quran Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31 in this regard.)                                                                                                          

====================       

 

So after we have thus clearly remembered and seen again these most critical and basic                      
Verses in the Quran Testament, in this respect (39/23 = 74/26-31), we can thereafter together 
immediately witness here this “19” coded, most astounding “Fabulous Miracle,” manifestly,  
now thus: 
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  total number   total number       

of occurrences          of occurrences    

Abraham (1)            69           11    Shoaib (1)   
(=Ibraheem)          (=Shuayb/Shuayban) 

Hod (1)                   7        27           Lot  (3)  

(=Huud/Huudan)                        (=Luut/Luutan) 

    _____________      _____________                                          

           19x…         19x…     

the Spirit (1)             8         0           the Righteous (-)   
(=al-Rooh)                 (=al-Saaleh)     
Spirit (-)             7         9           Righteous (1)   
(=Rooh/Roohan)                (=Saaleh/Saalehan) 

Moses (8)           136        43           Noah (3)                           

(=Musaa)                 (=Nuuh/Nuuhan) 

Aaron (2)              20         43           Israel (4)   
(=Haroon)                 (=Israeel) 

    _____________      _____________                                          

    19x…       19x…   

=========================================================== 

Pharaoh (6)            74          11           Lucifer (1)   
(=Phirovn)                 (=Iblees) 
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** First of all, we should certainly notice here that on our above Table we have thus rightfully placed 
within the upper region therein the “Angel” sent one (=i.e. Gabriel; 22/75) within his specific attribute 
(=alRooh) as he is specifically thus mentioned by our supreme Lord in this Verse above (26/193 = 2/97), 
in the first place. So then we have rightfully placed the “Jinn” ousted one (=i.e. Lucifer; 18/50) within                   
his specific name (=Iblees) within the lower region therein, as he is specifically thus mentioned by                  
our supreme Lord in this Verse above (26/95), thus --in opposite sense-- perfectly parallel and absolutely 
complementary manner here again, in the first place. (4/82 & 18/1-2)   

** Secondly, we should certainly know here that on our above Table we have thus rightfully taken into 
account all the words (=al-Rooh, Rooh/Roohan) whether they may directly and exclusively refer to                  
“Angel” sent one Gabriel or not throughout the Quran Testament; then we have thus rightfully taken                
into account all the words (=al-Saaleh, Saaleh/Saalehan) that directly and exclusively refer to                             
“Human” sent one Saaleh throughout the Quran Testament. Because these are thus absolutely different 
kind of (=i.e. “Angel” sent one X “Human” sent one) here, we have thus exclusively and legitimately 
used a different approach for/within each of them here.         
(*And we have thus used exactly this same approach with regard to another “Human” sent one (=Hod) 
before this, as we have --thus in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner here again-- 
done regarding Saaleh thereafter.)                
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So let us also see here now these related most significant and miraculous Prophecies of                  
prophet David, and Jesus, and Muhammad (peace be upon each of them), in this respect, here 
thus: 

*******                                                                                                                                                      

19- Prophet David said: Open for me --(here thus specifically “19” coded)-- gates of  
Righteousness; I will enter them and thank God.                         

20- This is --(thus again “19” coded)-- Gate of God; the righteous shall enter through it!                                                               

21- I thank You, (O God), for You have answered me; and You have been for me a Salvation.   

22- The “Stone” despised by the builders (=thus a reference to “Quran” which was sent down                
to prophet Muhammad (pbuh), the honorable ancestor of this “Messenger of the Covenant,”                    
in Literary and Metaphorical sense therein) has become the “CornerStone” (=thus a reference 
here to this “Quran Testament” which is given to this “Messenger of the Covenant,” the long 
awaited and anticipated (Messiah and Mahdee) descendant of prophet David and Muhammad 
(peace be upon both of them) now, as a new Scripture by/from AL-LAH in Mathematical and 
Scientific sense herein.) (So please, also and certainly see again Quran Testament, Introduction 
part in this respect now.)                                          

23- This has been done by God; and it is wondrous in our eyes!         

24- This is the Day (=i.e. Millennium) God has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.     

25- Please, O God, then --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables above-- save (us) now; 
please, O God, then --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables above-- help (us) now!                

26- Blessed is he (=a reference again to this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” the long 
awaited and anticipated descendant of prophet David and Muhammad; peace be upon both of 
them) who comes (as His promised servant here) under the Name of God; we (=all honorable 
Prophets therein, by their most miraculous prophecies, and thus from within their specific places 
on those “19” coded Tables above now) thus bless you from the House of God!                                                                               

(Psalms 118/19-26)             

*******                    
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=======             
11- Prophet David said: (O LORD, please), turn away Your Face from my sins; blot out all               
my guilt.               

12- A clean heart create for me, O God; (please), renew in me a steadfast spirit.       

13- Do not drive me --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here, in that upper region,               
on that right side-- from Your Presence (so please, certainly see “An Outstanding Miracle” 
document, p. 16-17 now, in this regard), and do not take from me --in that upper region, on that 
left side here-- Your “holy Spirit ” (=i.e. thus specifically that “Rooh/Roohan”  therein now)!   

14- Restore my joy in Your --“19” coded-- “Salvation;” sustain in me a willing spirit.     

15- I will thus teach --(specifically through his long awaited and anticipated Messiah descendant, 

this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now; Psalms 118/19-26)-- the wicked                         

Your --“19” coded-- “Ways,” that (all) sinners may thus return to You!    

(Psalms 51/11-15)   

20- Prophet David said: … Through the sea is --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables 
here, on that left side-- Your “Path,” and --on that right side-- Your “Way” through the mighty 
waters; though Your footsteps were unseen!          
21- You thus led Your people like a flock; You --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables 
here again, in that upper region, on that left side-- had “Moses” and “Aaron” thus take them            
by the (counting, calculating) “hand!”    

(Psalms 77/20-21) 

10- Prophet David said: Praise the LORD,           

Who struck down --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here again, in that lower 
region, on that left side-- the “firstborn ” of Egypt,           

God’s love endures forever;           

11- And led “Israel” --so now, thus also therein again, in that upper region, on that right side-- 
from their midst,           
       God’s love endures forever;   
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12- With --on that left side here, “19” coded-- “mighty Hand,” and --on that right side here, 
“19” coded-- “outstretched Arm!”     

God’s love endures forever;      

13- Who split in two the Red Sea,             

God’s love endures forever;      

14- And led --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here again, in that upper region,              
on that right side-- “Israel” through,            

God’s love endures forever;           

15- But swept --so now, thus also therein again, in that lower region, on that left side-- 
“Pharaoh” and his army down into the Red Sea!      

God’s love endures forever;      

(Psalms 136/10-15)            
=======         
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******             
39- Prophet Jesus said: For I tell you, you will not see me (=i.e. seeing the real and prophetic 
meanings of his Words, as taught by God to him therein; so please, also certainly see in this 
respect now: John 12/48-50 in the first place), until you say: Blessed is he (=a reference to this 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again, who is foretold by prophet Jesus thus              
also as the “Son of Man” therein, who would thus certainly be sent by God in this Third and                    
Last Day/Millennium here; please, see John 6/27, 40) who comes (thus as God’s promised 
servant herein now) under the Name of the LORD!  

(Gospel, Matthew 23/39)            
****** 

=======             
41- Prophet Jesus said: The “Son of Man” (=thus a most specific reference to this long awaited 
and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again, …) will send his Angels, 
and they will thus collect out of his --“19” coded-- “Kingdom,”  

--------------------------------   --------------------------------- 

      all “sinful ones,”           and all “evildoers!” 

42- They will throw them --thus within the lower region therein now-- into the “fiery furnace,” 
where there will be --on the left side therein-- “wailing,” and --on the right side therein-- 
“grinding  of the teeth!”              

43- Then the “Righteous” (=i.e. all those “Prophets” and the believers with them) will shine like 
the Sun --on that left side & on that right side, within the upper regions of those “19” coded 
Tables above-- in the --“19” coded-- “Kingdom” of their Lord!  

          Whoever has ears ought to hear!        

(So please, also certainly see “A Glorious Miracle” document, p. 18-19 now, in this regard.) 

(Gospel, Matthew 13/41-43)     
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18- Prophet Jesus, (the honorable servant of God), said: I have observed “Satan” --so now, thus 
also on those “19” coded Tables above again, on that right side, into that lower region-- fall like 
lightning from the sky!              
19- Behold, I have thus, (by God’s leave and commandment unto him therein), given you the 
power to tread upon  

--------------------------------   ----------------------------------- 

           “serpents”             and “scorpions,”  

and thus upon the full force of the “enemy” and so nothing will harm you (therein)!   
20- Nevertheless, do not rejoice because the (evil) “spirits” are --now, thus on those “19” coded 
Tables here, on that left side & on that right side, within that lower region-- subject to you,                
but rejoice because your names are thus written --on that left side & on that right side, within  
that upper region, together with all of those “Prophets” therein-- in heaven!    
      

(Gospel, Luke 10/18-20)              
======= 
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*******                                
1- Prophet Muhammad said to those believers around him: So those who are present here now 
must deliver (my Words) to those absent here now. Because those who are present here now may 
thus deliver (my Words) ultimately (=especially in that Last Day/Millennium, at the time of 
coming of his Mahdee descendant, this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again; 
please, see in this respect now: Quran, A.Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8, and also all those related  
most miraculous Prophecies of prophet Muhammad thereafter, within “A Supernal Miracle” 
document, p. 20-22 now, in the first place) to the one who will thus be “ more capable of 
understanding them”  than those here!           
Then prophet Muhammad thus said therein twice: No doubt;      
Haven't I thus conveyed this message of Allah --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here, 
for/on that left side-- to you!              
Haven't I thus conveyed this message of Allah --so now, thus on those “19” coded Tables here, 
for/on that right side-- to you!  

(from Bukhari)             
******* 

=======                            
1- Narrated Ibn 'Abbas: When the Prophet arrived at Medina he found that the Jews observed 
fast on the day of Ashura. They were asked the reason for the fast. They said: This is the day 
when Allah caused --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables here, in that upper region,               
on that left side-- “Moses,” and --on that right side-- the children of “Israel,” to have victory 
over --in that lower region, on that left side-- “Pharaoh;” so we fast on this day as a sign of 
commemorating it!             
Prophet Muhammad said: We are/will be --(thus specifically through his long awaited and 
anticipated Mahdee descendant, this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here)--                        
closer to “Moses” than you (in this regard)! Then he ordered that fasting on this day should be 
observed (also by all his followers therein). (from Bukhari) 

2- Narrated Sad: Allah's Apostle set out for Tabuk, appointing Ali as his deputy (in Medina).               
Ali said: Do you want to leave me with the children and women?       
Prophet Muhammad said to him: Will you not be pleased that --so now, thus also on those                   
“19” coded Tables here, in that upper region, on that right side-- you will be to me, like --on the 
left side-- “Aaron” to “Moses” (therein)? And (thus in this case, because Ali was not a Prophet 
therein) there would be no Prophet after me (herein)!  

(from Bukhari) 
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3- Prophet Muhammad said to one of his dearest followers: O Hassan! Reply --so now, thus also                     
on those “19” coded Tables here again, in that upper region, on that right side-- on behalf of                       
Allah's Apostle.              

“O Allah! Support him (=Hassan; thus also a most specific reference to his long awaited and 
anticipated Mahdee descendant from his grandson “Hassan” herein, i.e. this 
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now) --in that upper region, on that left side-- 
with the “holy Spirit ” (=i.e. thus specifically with that “Rooh/Roohan”  therein now)!”   

(from Bukhari)           
======= 

 

**(And we should also certainly remember here that prophet Muhammad (pbuh) by emphasizing 
his prayers specifically for “19” consecutive days, and then by participating specifically in                 
“19” holy wars against those aggressive and hostile pagan Arabs therein (please, see Bukhari) 
has thus bequeathed these two number “19” --for/on the left side & for/on the right side above-- 
to his long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant here again, in the first place!)          
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So finally, let us also certainly see now these related most critical and important Verses in the 
Quran Testament, in this respect, here thus:   

=======               
192- And this (=“19” coded, “Symmetrical Miracle;” 74/26-31) is thus a revelation from the 
Lord of the worlds!                 

193- It is thus sent down with the trusted Spirit (=i.e. Gabriel; 2/97).      

194- Upon your heart, so that you will be of the Warners!         

195- In a clear Arabic tongue.            

196- And it is (already thus clearly and unmistakably announced) in the Scriptures (=i.e. Torah, 
Psalms, Gospel, Quran) of the former-ones.           

197- So is it not a Sign for them that the scholars of the Children of Israel shall (thus) know it,    

198- That if We sent it down (now) upon some of the foreigners (=i.e. someone whose native 
language is neither Hebrew, nor Arabic),                            

199- And he (thus) relates it to them (here now), they would not believe in it! (So please, 
certainly see in this regard now: Isaiah 28/9-12, 16 within “A Celestial Miracle” document,                  
p. 13-15, in the first place!)              

200- So We have thus (absolutely) presented it (now) into the hearts of the criminals.    

201- So they --(unless they immediately change their mind here, and thus truly decide to repent  
and thus honestly and sincerely return to Al-lah here; 3/88-89 = 4/162 & 5/83-85 & 9/99)--               
will not believe in it until they see the painful retribution.          

202- So --(here, in this case now; 41/5)-- it will come to them suddenly, while they do not 
perceive it.   

203- Then they would say: Can we be given more time?         

204- So do they still wish that Our punishment (44/10-16) come quickly?      

205- Do you see that if We gave them wealth/resources for years.       

206- Then what they were promised (here; 21/1-2) came to them.     
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207- All the wealth/resources they were given will not avail them (then; 44/10-16)!   

208- And We have not annihilated any town without (sending) to it Warners.      

209- (So this is thus) a “Commemorative” (=a most specific reference to this “19” coded, 
“Symmetrical Miracle,” which is also thus specifically called a “Commemorative” here, in the 
first place; 74/31), and We are never unjust!           

210- And it is not the devils who have brought this down.         

211- Nor would they --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables above,-- nor could they                
--on the right side of those “19” coded Tables above!--       

212- They are (also thus) blocked from hearing (72/8-10).        

213- So you shall never call upon any other god with Al-lah, then you would be with those 
punished.    

214- And warn your closest kin.           

215- And lower your wing for the believers who follow you.       

216- But if they disobey you, then say: I am innocent from what you do.     

217- And put your trust in --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables above, within the first 
section therein, on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Merciful !      

218- The One who sees you when you stand.           

219- And your movements amongst (all of) those (righteous “Sent Ones” above) who --(thus 
specifically in Mathematical sense therein)-- prostrate (before Al-lah)!    

220- (For) He is --so now, thus also on those “19” coded Tables above again, within the second 
section therein, on the left side-- the Hearer, --on the right side-- the Knowledgeable! 

(Quran Testament 26/192-220)          
======= 
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers (from among                     
the Jews, Christians, Arabs, and all the Peoples) herein, who --after those hugely significant               
two fundamental miraculous “Awesome” holy Plannings, as we have manifestly witnessed them                   
in our first two most critical documents-- will also hearken thereafter to this thirty-fourth                        
most critical and astounding “Fabulous” holy Planning herein, in this Final Age,                                                                                                                 
and so thereafter shall wholeheartedly sit and also work on this, and thus witness and personally 
verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for our own eternal Salvation               
and benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, also certainly see again now the                   
Quran Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 74/26-40 in this regard.) 

 

              Metin/Messenger of the Covenant 

 

 

 

 

 


